
WORKING EXPERIENCE
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY & PROJECT PORTFOLIO

ABOUT ME
Full Stack Developer with over
10 years of experience starting
as self-employed, moving on to
a dynamic startup environment,
and most recently in a global
company leading in network
intelligence and security
solutions. Always enthusiastic
to explore new opportunities,
open-minded and ready to take
on professional challenges.
Great team player but also
working well independently,
adapting to changing priorities
and methodologies. Self-
learner with excellent time-
management abilities and
documentation skills. Main
professional interests include
renewable methodologies,
tools and all topics related to
business projects. Deeply
motivated to take tasks beyond
my work as a programmer,
such as supporting different
teams, managing projects.

LANGUAGES
Spanish (Mother Tongue)

English (Academic Level)

Hebrew (Very High Level)

CONTACT
Bialik 78 (Rama Tower)
Ramat Gan, 5253601

contact@andres.co.il

+972 50 6881295

www.andres.co.il
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ANDRES CHAIT
Full Stack Developer
Date of birth: 25/08/1987
National ID N#: 324606854
Nationality: Israeli
Place of birth: Buenos Aires, Argentina

ALLOT COMMUNICATIONS
IT Developer

Development from scratch and Ongoing maintenance:

Platform with over 80 dedicated tools to generate non-
conventional reports for the Finance, Sales and Engineering
departments, including visibility of discrepancies between
systems

Integration between CPQ & PLM endpoints that played a critical
role for the PM department to speed up kickoff stage for new
marketing products

SalesForce Applications and Processes

API Interface for R&D, intended to automate product-key
retrieval and activation

Audit system like Google Analytics for the company’s
SharePoint portal

Automated scripts for:

Data transfer from PMS (Clarizen) to BI/BA (Sisense)

Daily update of currency exchange rates from Oracle to CPQ
application

Data transfer of HR data from HCM into AD and Microsoft
365

Creation of users in LMS System (Docebo) from CRM & AD

Data transfer + Manipulation of �nancial forecasts into
Oracle and BI/BA side

Platform for employees to update their personal details,
submitted for HR review and approval, including change logging
and customized email noti�cations

Backup server for old support tickets offering a dynamic API
that allows access to the information in a few clicks

Survey System (Web-based) when a customer’s ticket is closed

SalesForce Web tool to quickly and easily populate sandbox
environments with production data

Frequent Data Analysis implementations: using algorithms and
scrapping techniques, combining different sources such as
databases, platforms and Excel �les
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SKILLS AND EXPERTISE
PROGRAMMING & ONGOING MAINTENANCE

End-to-End implementation of development requests from various departments:

Identifying user needs and possible optimizations

Establishing suitable solutions and approaches

Providing time estimations and working within time frames under minimal supervision

Escalating arising issues in a prompt manner

Ongoing user support and relevant modi�cations

Technical Support & User Assistance: Investigating issues, requesting missing details and
additional information, directing to the relevant departments when needed.

Inter-departmental cooperation: assisting other teams with insight and expertise within my
technical domain

MARVILIX Ltd. - Web Solutions
Frontend/Backend Programmer: Web Design & Development

WordPress Website Programming

Building of Registration Forms + Admin Management

Project Planning

Customer Support

2015-2017

Topic Knowledge Level
Programming Languages

Java

Python

PHP

JavaScript / JQuery / Angular / React

HTML5 / CSS3

Android SDK / iOS

Platforms & Resources

Amazon Web Services

SalesForce CRM (Classic & Lightning)

Microsoft SharePoint 365

Microsoft Azure

Oracle DB

Clarizen PMS

BI/BA Solutions (Sisense / Tableau)

iConduct

Server Maintenance & OS

SQL (Database & Metadata)

Linux (Debian / Ubuntu)

Windows Server


